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Dyslexia is associated with "with difficulty in processing the orthography (the written form) and phonology (the sound structure) of language." While no specific area of the brain controls all reading functionality, neurologists have paid close attention to how the brain processes grapheme-phonemes, which are the combination of written letters and sounds.
1. Decrease activity in the occipito-temporal cortex, which contains the visual image of the word when we look at it.
2. Decrease activity in both the temporo-parietal and inferior frontal cortices, which process the "phonological and semantic processing" to decode words.
3. The inferior frontal cortex (the only one showing up on this dyslexic brain) is involved in verbal speech production.

All of these areas work in unison for our strong readers. FMRI scans indicate the areas discussed in bullets 1 and 2 to have little activity in those with dyslexia; therefore, treating this disability as primarily a "phonological processing" disorder.

We know that Dyslexia is a neurological condition primarily focused on areas of the brain that decode and process graphemes. Some may struggle to understand spoken words as well. So dyslexia may exhibit different struggles of visual and auditory processing to varying degrees according to the individual. IQ is not affected!
Dyslexia vs Dysgraphia
1. A student with dysgraphia doesn't necessarily compensate by using the right temporal lobe as a dysgraphic student would as depicted by the 1st column. Therefore the label "right brained" would not correctly apply.

2. The 2nd column scans indicate decrease use of the Angular Gyrus associated with spatial cognition, writing, and memory retrieval.

3. The lower section of the motor cortex also demonstrates less activity than students with dyslexia

Purcell JJ, Turkeltaub PE, Eden GF, Rapp B (2011). "Examining the central and peripheral processes of written word production through meta-analysis". Front Psychology. 2: 239.

There is currently no special education category for Dysgraphia. This category only exist in the fields of neurology and psychology.

Dysgraphia is a "neurological disorder characterized by writing disabilities" including poor handwriting, word choice, and spelling. This disability breaks down into two categories:

1. Motor Dysgraphia- Common characteristics include poor dexterity, fine motor skills, muscle tone, and is associated with clumsiness. Legibly clear writing is still possible, but it requires extreme effort from the student. Finger tapping speeds and keyboarding skills are often below average. Oral spelling is normal.

2. Spatial Dysgraphia- Both copied work and written expression is often spontaneous in syntax and structure often reading as gibberish. Finger tapping speeds and keyboarding skills are within the average range suggesting motor skills are not directly impacted.
1. What to teach during interventions
2. How to teach it (multi sensory modalities)
3. How technology can help in the classroom
Phonics- Connecting sounds to the alphabet/print (memorizing 26 letters and 44 sounds). Most dyslexic students do achieve this level. May mix up i,e,a,o,u k/g d/t..etc

occipito-temporal cortex and temporo-parietal
Phonological Awareness- For one to be aware of similarities, differences, and subtleties of sound in the broadest sense.

Includes Rhyming, Hearing Syllables, Singing, and Alliteration

*Temporo-parietal and inferior frontal cortices*
“Sh” + “oo” Reads as “Shoe”

Phonemes- smallest unit of sound associated with 1 or more letter combinations.

Phoneme Segmentation- the skill/ability to break words into their individual Sounds. Includes beginning, middle, and ending sounds.

Blending- combining segmented phonemes to create words.

Phonemic Awareness- the ability to recognize and demonstrate the above
**Spelling**

- Phonological Awareness
  - Phonemic Awareness
  - Phonics

- Phonics
  - Hear correctly
  - Break into individual sounds
  - Connect to alphabet using rules

**Reading**

- Phonics
  - Phonemic Awareness
  - Phonological Awareness

- Connect sounds to alphabet using rules
- Blend phonemes together
- Listen if the word makes sense
We are all born into our native language. It is all around us. Sometimes we fill in the blanks ourselves.
Not a 1:1 correspondence to letters and sounds
CH- Ch/Sh/Kh
1. Minimal Pair- 1 sound difference -meanings
2. Complementary Distribution- beginning of a word is /kh/ middle is /k/
3. Free Variation- n & m can switch sounds at beginning or middle based on word meaning (good luck)
4. Final word meaning example

1. Meet /mɪt/ Neat /nɪt/
2. Sky /k/ Kite /kh/
3. Input Imput
4. Immigration Emmigration Meet Meat
List of spelling rules that dyslexic students struggle with the most
Some of the most imprv arinya artic nae the yaara egtn. They coie those of er go in eg, a conie in the forenyea part of afia. The egtn pahu constrast huge beings in the shape of pemid to house sen blood ale' they gurthe. Pahu harne egtn sokty. They done kings, but the egtn also dure that pha had powers tuulo' the Seldarine. The pahu nowe that the pemid be sen eska ale' ron gurthe and quante sen yassen furn it, gold jewlar, and even pets. Sii' the yaara eg society has olvanne, but the pemid naa sal' utue in eg.

Reading at 50% Accuracy
Some of the most imprv arinya artic were the yaara egtn. They coie those of er go in eg, a conie in the forenya part of afia. The egtn pahu constrast huge beings in the shape of pemid to house sen bodies ale' they gurthe. Pahu harne egtn sokty. They were like kings, but the egtn also dure that pha had powers from the gods. The pahu thought that the pemid be sen eska after they gurthe and filled sen yassen furn it, gold jewlar, and even pets. Sii' the yaara eg society has olvanne, but the pemid naa sal' utue in eg.
Some of the most imprv early artic were the yaara egtn. They lived those of er go in eg, a conie in the northern part of afia. The egtn pahu constrast huge beings in the shape of pemid to house sen bodies after they gurthe. Pahu harne egtn sokty. They were like kings, but the egtn also dure that pha had powers from the gods. The pahu thought that the pemid be sen eska after they gurthe and filled them with furn it, gold jewelry, and even pets. Now the yaara eg society has olvanne, but the pemid are still real.
Some of the most imprv early artic were the yaara egtn. They lived those of er go in eg, a conie in the northern part of africa. The egtn pahu constrast huge beings in the shape of pemid to house sen bodies after they gurthe. Pahu ruled egtn society. They were like kings, but the egtn also believed that pha had powers from the gods. The pahu thought that the pemid would be their home after they died and filled them with furn it, gold jewelry, and even pets. Now the yaara eg society has olvanne, but the pemid are still found in eg.
Some of the most interesting early artifacts were the pyramids. Egyptians lived in the northern part of Egypt, a country in Africa. Egyptians constructed huge buildings in the shape of pyramids to house their bodies after they were buried. Pharaohs ruled Egyptian society. They were like kings, but the Egyptians also believed that pharaohs had powers from the gods. The pharaohs thought that the pyramids would be their home after they died and filled them with furniture, gold jewelry, and even pets. Now the pharaohs are long gone, but the pyramids are still found in Egypt.

Reading at 90% Accuracy (Could still be difficult if this was an entire passage)
Some of the most impressive early architects were the ancient Egyptians. They lived thousands of years ago in Egypt, a country in the northern part of Africa. The Egyptian pharaohs constructed huge buildings in the shape of pyramids to house their bodies after they died. Pharaohs ruled Egyptian society. They were like kings, but the Egyptians also believed that pharaohs had powers from the gods. The pharaohs thought that the pyramids would be their home after they died and filled them with furniture, gold jewelry, and even pets. Now the ancient Egyptian society has vanished, but the pyramids are still found in Egypt.
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Dyslexia vs Dysgraphia
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How it helps

1. Motor (muscle memory)
2. Visual representation
3. Structured/Routine
   Listening/Speaking
4. Concrete (less stress on working memory)

   - Finger for every phoneme
   - Group fingers together for multiple letters (diphthongs)
   - Use a 2nd hand if you have enough fingers
   - Keep age appropriate (challenging- not socially acceptable)

Blend into ‘light’

What it teaches

1. Phonological Awareness
2. Phoneme Segmentation
3. Phonemic Rules
4. Phonological Rules
Retrofitting the environment
CLEARING A PATH
FOR PEOPLE WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
CleArS THE PATH FoR EVERYONE!
Why not structure classroom to contain different modalities of learning and expression from the start?

https://goo.gl/hhc9zY
“Text-to-speech positively affects reading comprehension for individuals with reading disabilities”
- No bad practice!
- Socially acceptable

Greatest academic achievements in subject areas of social studies and science (Not related to comprehension findings)
OCR iPad APPs

- Claro Scanpen (Paid)
- Prizmo (Paid)
- Kurzweil Firefly (Sub)
Text to Speech with Chrome Browser

- Read & Write for Google (Freemium)
- Kurzweil Read the Web (Paid)
- Speakit! (FREE)
- AT Toolbar (FREE)
- iSpeech (FREE)

https://chrome.google.com/webstore
INTRODUCTION

Some days a musical concert is in my mind. A sensitive musician will consider the part played in the history of musical education and musical taste by that seemingly indispensable adjunct of the symphonic concert room, the Programme Note. When that time comes, the contributions made by Philip Hale to the fiction of that time will appear in their true proportions. For more than a generation, from the beginning of the twentieth century to the fifth year of the Great Depression, Hale provided programme notes for everything played by the Boston Symphony Orchestra in its regular season of a thousand weeks...as Mr. Borkin attests in his valuable note to the present collection. The annual issue by the Boston Symphony Orchestra of the bound volumes containing Philip Hale’s annotations was an event in the musical world of America that exceeded the Boston Symphony Orchestra in volume. These famous annotations—ostensibly indicated on the title-page, in small and light-faced type, as “historical and descriptive notes by Philip Hale”—constitute a library of musical information of the like which is not to be found elsewhere on the music-hall book-keeper’s shelves.

Though Hale was a New Englander by birth, he had not the normal New England suspicion of entertainment as an educational ingredient; and he did not scruple to assume. He was almost inordinately readable. He never hesitated to lighten musical instruction with diversions and wit. He knew much behind music; and he was able to penetrate for the reader his vast and curious erudition. He could tell you about the masses of Oriental women, and what action is described by the word “huttopompeny”, and who invented the first close-playing automaton, and how locomotive engines are classified, and what Plato said concerning the bird called pegasus. He knew all about the various editions of the singular Conventinats sur les opus de Doud by Claude Gaspard de Roux, in which the parentage of Ulysses is discussed. He could tell you why the river Ebro bears that name, and what Louis XIV ate for supper—which you might be surprised, often consisted of four plies of different soups, the whole of a pleasant, a paté, a boiled-up plate of salad, two huge slices of ham, mutton stewed with garlic, and a plate of pasties topped off with fruit and hard-baked eggs. As for all the other things that Hale knew, you must turn to his writings if you would appreciate their range and number.

And all this fantastical variegated learning—which not only seemed boundless in extent, but which was also incredibly exact and circumstantial—an endorsed a general culture that was nourishing and humane, and a specifically musical culture which conveyed no relevant fact as inconsiderable, no anecdote unimportant, no human aspect un-wondering. The average programme note is a deadly and a stultifying thing; but these amazing annotations, traversing all history and the crassly tragic-comedy of life, assure us that a programme note may sometimes, if an artist has composed it, be more rewarding than the music that occasioned it.

Philip Hale transformed the writing of programme notes from a cold and deprecating form of musical pedantry into an exhilarating variety of literary art. The formidable weight of training which he bore was unmasked with an ease and fearless, a lightness of touch, a charm of manner, a wit and consciousness of flexibility, which belong among the achievements of distinguished men. His predecessor as annotator of the Boston Symphony Orchestra’s programmes, the accomplished William Foster Apthorp, had prepared the way for Hale’s achievement. Apthorp’s notes, written between 1892 and 1901, surpassed in brilliance and acumen anything that had come out of Europe or America. But Philip Hale, by reason of his exceptional width of intellectual range, and the well of knowledge which he drew upon, and his insatiable, devouring, delighted curiosity, established himself almost at once as the master of an enlivened order of critical musical scholarship which was a new thing under the sun.

One might justly say of him, as critic, commentator, or analyst, what Sir George Grove said of Schiller—a saying that Hale himself was fond of quoting: “There have been other like him, and there never will be another.”

LAURIE W. CULMAN

PHILIP HALE’S BOSTON SYMPHONY PROGRAMME NOTES

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

(Born at Eisenach on March 21, 1685; died at Leipzig on July 28, 1750)

No matter how well old music may be performed by chorus, orchestra, virtuosi, many audiences are bored by it today. There is one exception: the music of Bach. “He is the forefather, the prophet that forewarns our speech and our tastes.” This speech is often heard, as is the remark:
INTRODUCTION

Some day all serious musicologists will consider the past placed in the history of musical education and musical taste by that seemingly indispensable adjunct of the symphonic concert room, the Programme Note. When that time comes, the contributions made by Philip Hale to the lore of his time will appear in their true proportions. For more than a generation, from the beginning of the twentieth century, the filtered genius of the Great Depression, Hale provided programme notes for every performance by the Boston Symphony Orchestra in its regular 61,000-seat auditorium, and its thousand workshops,” Mr. Dart informs us in his valuable note to the present collection. The annual issue by the Boston Symphony Orchestra of the bound volumes containing Philip Hale’s annotations was an event in the musical world of America that exceeded and outstripped the appearance of the average new symphony work upon the Orchestra’s programme. A decade ago, as commenting upon one of these moments in musical libretto (sometimes they included more than two thousand pages), I remarked that it had been the custom of Hale’s musical education in one volume. Those famous annotations—modestly indicated on the title-page, as small and light-faced type, as “historical and descriptive notes by Philip Hale”—constitute a library of musical information the like of which is not to be found elsewhere on this continent or in any land of its peninsular sphere.

Though Hale was a New Englander by birth, he had not the normal New England suspicion of entertainment as an educational instrument, and he did not scruple to dispose of the best was almost indestructible readable. He never hesitated to lighten musical instruction with diversion and wit. He knew many besides music, and he was apt to put the reader at his ease and make him feel at home. He could tell you about the maxims of Oriental women, and what actions is described by the word “buntephantasomen”, and who invented the first chippewa automaton, and how locomotive engines are classified, and what Playl said concerning the bird called panades. He knew all about the various editions of the singular Commentaries on the Aspersions of the Holy by Claude Langlois Basset, Souvenir de Membrane, in which the temperature of Ulysses is discussed. He could tell you why the river Ebro bears that name, and what Louis XIV ate for supper—which, you might like to be reminded, often consisted of four plates of different soups, the whole of a pheasant, a partridge, a hop-head of pearl, two huge slices of ham, mutton stewed with garlic, and a plate of patties topped off with fruit and hard-boiled eggs. But all the other things that Hale knew, you must tell to his writings if you would appreciate their range and nature.

All this fantastical veined learning—which not only seemed boundless in extent, but which was also incredibly exact and circumstantial—advertised a general culture that was nourishing and humane, and a specifically musical culture which conceived no irrelevant fact as inconsiderable, no anecdote unimportant, and a thing of any degree. The average programme note is a deadly and stultifying thing, but these amazing annotations, traversing all history and the ceaseless tragic-comedy of life, assure us that a programme note may sometimes, if an artist has created it, be more rewarding than the music that occasioned it.

Philip Hale transformed the writing of programme notes from an arid and depressing form of musical pedagogy into an exhilarating variety of literary art. The formidable weight of learning which his pen was employed with an ease and facility, a lightness of touch, a charm of manner, a wit and conciseness and flexibility, which belong among the achievements of distinguished men. His predecessor as annotator of the Boston Symphony Orchestra’s programme, the accomplished William Foster Apthorp, had prepared the way for Hale’s achievement. Apthorp’s notes, written between 1892 and 1901, surpassed in brilliance and scintillation anything that had come out of Europe or America. But Philip Hale, by reason of his exceptional wealth of intellectual range, and the well of knowledge which he drew upon, and his modulated, delightful cadence, established himself almost at once as the master of an elevated order of creative musical scholarship which was a new thing under the sun.

One might justly say of him, as critic, commentator, analyst, what Sir George Grove said of Schubert—a saying that Hale himself was fond of quoting: “There never has been one like him, and there never will be another.”

LAURENCE DILMAN.

PHILIP HALE’S BOSTON SYMPHONY PROGRAMME NOTES

JOHANN SEBASTIAN

BACH

(Born at Eisenach on March 21, 1685; died at Leipzig on July 28, 1750)

No matter how well the music may be performed by choirs, orchestras, soloists, many audiences are bored by it today. There is one exception: the music of Bach. “He is the forerunner, the prophet that foresees our epoch and our tastes.” This speech is often heard, as is the remark:
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CHAPTER I

Lucy Looks into a Wardrobe

Once there were four children whose names were Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy. This story is about something that happened to them when they were sent away from London during the war because of the air-raids. They were sent to the house of an old Professor who lived in the heart of the country, ten miles from the nearest railway station and two miles from the nearest post office. He had no wife and he lived in a very large house with a housekeeper called Mrs. Macready and three servants. (Their names were Ivy, Margaret and Betty, but they do not come into the story much.) He himself was a very old man with shaggy white hair, which grew even more of his face as well as on his head, and they blazed him almost at once; but on the first evening when he came out to meet them at the front door he was so odd-looking that Lucy (who was the youngest) was a little afraid of him, and Edmund (who was the next youngest) wanted to laugh and had to keep on pretending he was blowing his nose to hide it.

As soon as they had said good night to the Professor and gone upstairs on the first night, the boys came into the girls' room and they all talked it over.

"We've fallen on our feet and no mistake," said Peter. "This is going to be perfectly splendid. That old chap will let us do anything we like."

"I think he's an old devil," said Susan.

"Oh, come off it!" said Edmund, who was tired and pretending not to be tired, which always made him bad-tempered. "Don't go on talking like that."

"Like what?" said Susan. "And anyway, it's tine you were in bed."

"Trying to talk like Mother," said Edmund. "And who are you to say when I'm to go to bed? Go to bed yourself."

"Hadn't we all better go to bed?" said Lucy. "There's sure to be a row if we've heard talking here."

"No there won't," said Peter. "I tell you this is the sort of house where no one's going to mind what we do. Anyway, they won't hear us. It's about ten minutes' walk from here down to that dining-room and our amount of stairs and passages in between."

"What's that noise?" said Lucy suddenly. It was a far larger house than she had ever been in before and the thought of all those long passages and rows of doors leading into empty rooms was beginning to make her feel a little creepy.

"It's only a bird, silly," said Edmund.

"It's an evil," said Peter. "This is going to be a wonderful place for birds. I shall go to bed now. I say, let's go and explore to-morrow. You might find anything in a place like this. Did you see those mountains as we came along? And the woods? There might be eagles. There might be tigers. There'll be hawks."

"Badgers!" said Lucy.

"Snakes!" said Edmund.

"Foxes!" said Susan.

But when next morning came, there was a steady rain falling, so thick that when you looked out of the window you could see neither the mountains nor the woods nor even the stream in the garden.

"Of course it would be raining," said Edmund. They had just finished breakfast with the Professor and were upstairs in the rooms he had set apart for them—a long, low room with two windows looking out in one direction and two in another.

"Do stop grumbling, Eds.," said Susan. "Ten to one it'll clear up in an hour or so. And in the meantime we're pretty well off. There's a wireless and lots of books."

"Not for me," said Peter. "I'm going to explore the house."

Everyone agreed to this and that was how the adventures began. It was the sort of house that you never seem to come to the end of, and it was full of unexpected places. The first few doors they tried led only into spare bedrooms, as everyone had expected that they would, but soon they came to a very long room full of pictures and there they found a suit of armour; and after that was a room all hung with green, with a harp at one corner; and then they came three steps down and five steps up, and then a kind of little upstairs hall and a door that led out onto a balcony; and then a whole series of rooms that led into each other and were lined with bookshelves—most of them very old books and some bigger than a Bible in a church. And shortly after that they looked into a room that was quite empty except for one big wardrobe, the sort that has a looking glass in the door. There was nothing else in the room at all except a dead blue-tit on the

[End of extract]
CHAPTER I

Lucy Looks into a Wardrobe

Once there were four children whose names were Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy. This story is about something that happened to them when they were sent away from London during the war because of the air-raids. They were sent to the house of an old Professor who lived in the heart of the country, ten miles from the nearest railway station and two miles from the nearest post office. He had no wife and he lived in a very large house with a housekeeper called Mrs. Macready and three servants. (Their names were Ivy, Margaret, and Betty, but they did not come into the story much.) He himself was a very old man with shaggy white hair, which grew over most of his face as well as on his head, and they liked him almost at once, but on the first evening when he came out to meet them at the front door he was so odd-looking that Lucy (who was the youngest) was a little afraid of him, and Edmund (who was the next youngest) wanted to laugh and had to keep on pretendng he was bowing his nose to take it.

As soon as they had said good night to the Professor and gone upstairs on the first night, the boys came into the girls' room and they all talked it over.

"We've fallen on our feet and no mistake," said Peter. "This is going to be perfectly splendid. That old chump will let us do anything we like."

"I think he's an old dea," said Susan.

"Oh, come off," said Edmund, who was tired and pretending not to be tired, which always made him bad-tempered. "Don't go on talking like that."

"Like what?" said Susan, and anyway, it's time you were in bed."

"Trying to talk like Mother," said Edmund. "And who are you to say when I'm to go to bed? Go to bed yourself."

"Haven't we all better go to bed?" said Lucy. "There's sure to be a row if we're both talking here."

"No more than me," said Peter. "I tell you this is the sort of house where no one's going to mind what we do. Anyway, they won't hear us. It's about ten minutes' walk from here down to that dining room, and any amount of stairs and passages in between."

"What's that noise?" said Lucy suddenly. It was a far larger house than she had ever been in before and the thought of all those long passages and rows of doors leading into empty rooms was beginning to make her feel a little creepy.

"It's only a bird, silly," said Edmund.

"It's an owl," said Peter. "This is going to be a wonderful place for birds. I shall go to bed now. I say, let's go and explore to-morrow. You might find anything."

"Find anything?"

"I don't know."

"We see those mountains as we came along? And the woods? There might be eagles. There might be ..."

"Badgers!" said Lucy.

"Snakes!" said Edmund.

"Ferrets!" said Susan.

But when next morning came, there was a steady rain falling, so thick that when you looked out of the window you could see neither the mountains nor the trees nor even the streams in the garden.

"Of course it wouldn't be raining!" said Edmund. They had just finished breakfast with the Professor and were upstairs in the room he had set apart for them—a long, low room with two windows looking out in one direction and two in another.

"Do stop grumbling, Ed," said Susan. "Ten to one it'll clear up in an hour or so. And in the meantime we're pretty well off. There's a wireless and lots of books."

"Not for me," said Peter, "I'm going to explore in the house."

Everyone agreed to this and that was how the adventures began. It was the sort of house that you never seem to come to the end of, and it was full of unexpected places. The first few doors they tried led only into spare bedrooms, as everyone had expected that they would, but soon they came to a very long room full of pictures and there they found a sort of armour, and after that was a room all along with green, with a harp in one corner, and then came three steps down and five steps up, and then a kind of little upstairs hall and a door that led out onto a balcony, and then a whole series of rooms that led into each other and were lined with books—most of them very old books and some bigger than a Bible in a church. And shortly after that they looked into a room that was quite empty except for one big wardrobe, the sort that has a looking-glass in the door. There was nothing else in the room at all except a deal blue-bottle on the..."
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Dysgraphia Definition

There is currently no special education category for Dysgraphia. This category only exist in the fields of neurology and psychology.

Dysgraphia is a "neurological disorder characterized by writing disabilities" including poor handwriting, word choice, and spelling. This disability breaks down into two categories:

1. Motor Dysgraphia- Common characteristics include poor dexterity, fine motor skills, muscle tone, and is associated with clumsiness. Legibly clear writing is still possible, but it requires extreme effort from the student. Finger tapping speeds and keyboarding skills are often below average. Oral spelling is normal.

2. Spatial Dysgraphia- Both copied work and written expression is often spontaneous in syntax and structure often reading as gibberish. Finger tapping speeds and keyboarding skills are within the average range suggesting motor skills are not directly impacted.

VS
Dyslexia vs Dysgraphia
Misconceptions: TOO MUCH practice doesn’t make perfect...makes it worse

1. All research emphasises the incredible frustration of dysgraphia.
2. Fine motor- You overcompensate with muscles in hand or arm and quickly become tired
3. Spatial- Use the force like a jedi to make your hand move as you envision. Also may overcompensate with muscles in hand/arm.
4. So much focus on how to get it down that you forget what you are writing about!!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visual</th>
<th>Auditory</th>
<th>Tactile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kinesthetic</td>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective Logical</td>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td>Interactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect Experience</td>
<td>Direct Experience</td>
<td>Rhythmic Melodic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Letter flipping & Formation Confusion
Vs Drawing and
1. Not a daunting white piece of blank paper
2. An activity and not an assignment
3. A tactile experience to remember rules
4. Smell is the strongest memory trigger!
5. Less muscle strain focusing on rules then with pen/paper application
6. Good for Spatial & Motor
7. Only socially acceptable for young students :(

Shaving Cream & Cookie Sheet
Full Body Movement & Song

Warning it's cheesy elementary to the extreme
Mnemonic Devices!

https://goo.gl/jc9FQI
Hand Strengthening for Older Students
Hand Strengthening for younger students
1. Not daunting blank paper
2. Less strength to make markings
3. Engaging
4. Tracks & records all tracing history including formation errors
5. Can add custom words
6. You can use finger, stylist, or a stylist with a grip.
● iPad Dictation- Write with your voice
● Goworksheets- Complete assignment modification!!
● Word Prediction- Digital Keyboards that make typing easy. (Cowriter, Keedogo, Keeble)
● Built in IOS Features!!

iPad Apps for Success
1. Saves teacher time
2. Saves student time
3. Increase Independence
4. Just another student with an ipad (anonymity)
1. Google Documents Voice Dictation (Also not taking)
2. Cowriter/Read & Write for Google (extensions)
3. Google Forms

If it's digital...there's a way
- Expanding Expression Tool
- Graphic Organizers
- Letter Tiles
- Stamps

NO Tech Solutions!
1. Decrease activity in the Angular Gyrus where the brain stores fact retrieval strategies, and assists in the writing process. Therefore it can be associated with both math and writing disabilities. Sometimes it is also associated with reading disabilities since fact retrieval involves recalling phonological patterns and rules.

2. Decrease activity in the Intraparietal Sulcus involving both visual and spatial tasks.

3. Dyscalculia consists of several more areas of decreased activity (including in the right hemisphere) when compared to dyslexia and dysgraphia and, therefore, can be linked to several learning disabilities including those that extend beyond mathematics. Since the impact of dyscalculia is so widespread within the neurological system, several experts contest its merit for being a category at all.

There is currently no special education category for Dyscalculia. This category only exist in the fields of neurology and psychology. It involves difficulty with everyday arithmetic including telling time, measuring, visualizing math problems, interpreting graphs, and performing basic calculations. It is currently broken down into three sub-types by experts.

1. Semantic Memory- Difficulty when retrieving long term facts such as mathematical symbols.

2. Procedural Concepts- Consists of poor numeracy and counting skills to solve mathematics problems.

3. Working Memory- Poor ability to maintain thought processes long enough to find an answer. This is often associated with several learning disabilities.
Dyscalculia is so diverse it's hard to see where to start!
Expression occurs in all subjects including MATH!

- Calculation
- Visual-Spatial Skills
- Organization
- Problem Solving
1. 2 + 7 = 9
2. 2 + 8 = 14
3. 3 + 1 = 7
4. 4 + 1 = 14
5. 4 + 2 = 13
1. \( \frac{3x + 7}{13} \leq \frac{19}{13} \)

2. \( \frac{x}{2} + \frac{3}{5} \leq \frac{12}{5} \)

2. \( \frac{3}{2} (x + \frac{5}{6}) \geq \frac{1}{3} \cdot \frac{6}{3} \)

- \( x \leq 2.1 \)

- \( x \geq 3.15 \)
Julie has 38 boxes of oranges in her delivery truck. Each box holds 12 oranges. How many oranges does Julie have in her truck?
Calculator would have made no difference!
Manipulatives to make working memory more concrete, and create tactile/visual experiences to remember.

**Sumblox**

Mani, concrete, and
How do we grade manipulatives/objects?

- Fractions
- Multiplication
Unlike Dyslexia programs… it is easy to make your own materials and strategies!!!
- Mod Math App.
- **Seesaw APP.**
- Educreations/QR Codes
- Highlighting/Color Coding

**WARNING** - Careful with Calculators!!

**Tools**
Presented by Justin Sims
justin@ssdla-aem.org
Full presentation at: http://bit.ly/2uflwKw